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Does This New Report Mean Our
Mates Can Move Home From Canada?

We miss our mates, but does a New Renaissance mean they can come home?

If the first thing you think of when you hear the term renaissance is leaving cert history then
get ready, because you’re in for a big shock!

A new report claims that we’re heading for a second renaissance and that this time, it’ll
happen here in Ireland. Well actually it’s happening all across Europe but Irish cities have
been named as the place to be for those looking to create, connect and innovate.

Want more details?

Well, the in-depth analysis* scored cities based on key indicators, such as the number of
creative and knowledge-based jobs; the levels of engagement with digital creativity and
cultural activities, as well as the diversity of integration with new technologies. It also
considered how well cities were prepared for the future, analysing the number of graduates
in key creative and technology-based fields and looking at applications for patents in ICT.

What does it mean for me?

That if you’re interested in a creative job you’re in the right place!

Why should I live in Dublin?

Dublin (http://www.huaweicreatives.ie/dublin) topped the charts as the city for Creating; as it
has the highest figures of newly created jobs in the creative sector and the highest
proportion employed in areas of arts, culture and entertainment.
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Why should I live in Galway?

Galway ranks as the most Innovating city due to its top-ranking supply of graduates in the
arts and humanities and in ICT. Galway is also set to be the European Capital of Culture in
2020, which should see a significant boost in cultural investment and activity.

View Profilevisitdu…
Dublin, Ireland

View More on Instagram

7,741 likes
visitdublin

Wow – what a weekend! !  Where did you enjoy that beautiful sunshine? Share your
summery pics using #lovedublin Pics @allexphotography, @dublinbynight @mredgarallan &
@coldria
.
.
.
#loveDublin #visitdublin #sunshine #summer #instadaily #summerpics
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Why should I live in Cork?

Cork came out top as the city for Connecting due to its regarded educational institutions
dedicated to music, technology, art and design and a huge student population. These
include the University College Cork, Cork School of Music, the Crawford College of Art and
Design and the Lewis Gluckman Gallery for contemporary art.

* The New Renaissance Hotspots Report, commissioned by Huawei and authored
independently by the Institute of Arts and Ideas and Kjaer Global, explores how hundreds of
years after the original Renaissance, we are witnessing a similar cultural frisson of big ideas,
driving innovation and change. Analysis of both quantitative data and qualitative research

saw cities within ten European countries scored against three key drivers: Creativity,

Connectivity and Innovation to establish the cities at the epicentre of today’s explosion in
ideas and creativity.
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Remember That Colour-Coded
Spreadsheet Of Dublin Restaurants?
Well, It's Gotten A 2019 Update!
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Exists And We Need Twenty
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